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INDO is the latest trend in interior design. Reclaimed Indonesian wood is recycled and manually 
processed into INDO premium wall coverings. Available in 37 decors!

Wood is too good to be burned – recycling and maximum usage are the main aspects of INDO. All 
INDO wall coverings are manually produced in a finely tuned production process. Thus each panel is 
a unique object. This present of nature is produced with the brand INDO in a way, that human and 
nature in balance enable another existence for the natural product wood. With the new collection for 
decorative wall coverings we direct our attention towards the versatility and ecologically responsible 
use of the natural product wood.

The FSC® collections are very special. For the production of the decorative wall coverings Teak FSC® 
recycled materials (beam, doors, floorings etc., thus wood which is up to 200 years old) are used for a 
new purpose. So here the third life of wood starts.
 
 Each Plank is unique
 Reclaimed natural wood
 FSC-certified collections
 Handmade 
 100% recyclable

PEDROSS

"PEDROSS goes greener": Sustainability, new products and an even larger exhibition stand at 
Domotex 2020 
PEDROSS presents itself from its green side in Hanover and displays new products such as the 
CLIPSTAR FAST and a new solid wood program.

Health and sustainability are currently in great demand and will define the upcoming Domotex, as 
well. In the new year, the leading trade fair for floor coverings focuses entirely on Green Living and 
personal well-being with the leading theme "Atmysphere". PEDROSS is taking the opportunity to 
showcase the concept of sustainability prominently at its stand in Hall 13 (stand number E23). 
With 162 square meters, the stand is considerably larger than last year. Simultaneously, visitors 
can explore brand new products such as the CLIPSTAR FAST, a robust solid wood program and many 
other trends from the world of flooring accessories.

CLIPSTAR FAST and trendsetting white in the spotlight

With the CLIPSTAR FAST, an innovative PEDROSS product (patent pending) celebrates its premiere in 
Hanover. The tool-free clip system for skirting boards impresses with easy handling and a record-
breaking assembly time. It is therefore perfectly suited to modern consumer and customer needs. 
With the invisible fastening system in the familiar PEDROSS standard milling, unpleasant drill holes 
and dirt are a thing of the past. The CLIPSTAR FAST applies tension force and therefore guarantees 
a smooth installation even with floating floors and dry walling. Domotex visitors intensively test the 
new product directly at the stand.

Read the full article on www.floor-forum.com/en/news

VANLANDSCHOOT HOUT

Vanlandschoot Hout speaks of multilayer parquet from a top layer of 2.5mm. They have two-layer 
parquet in their range, namely a multiplex with a solid wood top layer of 3, 4, or 6mm. Oak in various 
qualities and widths is still the most popular type of wood. Moreover, they also produce other exotic 
types of wood (see their website for more information). Their raw parquet floors account for 80% of 
all their production, whilst the other 20% are finished floors. However, pre-finished floors are getting 
more popular. Their floors are perfectly suitable for both new construction and renovation. They like 
to have the fit and quality recognised by a good professional fitter. For the production of semi-solid 
parquet they use cold glueing. A birch multiplex is the best base for a two-layer floor. The bottom 
layer which they use is also a birch multiplex. New in their range is rustic R with open gnarls and 
heart shakes. You will find more information on their website.
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